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ABSTRACT

Industrial automated robots have the capacity to dramatically improve product quality. Applications are performed with precision and high repeatability every time. With robots, throughput speeds increase, which directly impacts production. In most Industries, the path towards increased productivity is through increased automation process and control. Because an automated robot has the ability to work at a constant speed without pausing for breaks, sleep, vacations, it produce more than a human worker. Laborious and time consuming work in industrial plant and factories have made ease for workers to complete the operation. Industrial robots may lead to financial. It considers quality and customer satisfaction, which means returning customers and more business. In this research, Arduino will be introduced as a controller to setting the motion of the robot arm. Servo motor to control the movement of robot, such as elongation and rotation at the joint. MIT application Inventor will be used to gives order for the motion of robot arm.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Industrial Automation provides a higher level productivity, efficiency and quality, and reduce costs in industry. In most industries, productivity is increased through improved process control automation. Robot automation systems will increase productivity, efficiency and quality control. During operation, the robot can control to accommodate more work, even outside business working hours.

The robot technology reduces the time consumed in industrial plants by the help of factories mobile workers to complete the operation. Employees who are assigned to manipulate or control this robot, need bring their own tasks. This control becomes easier by implementing Programmable logic controller (PLC) that. PLC now is automatically used in every modern production process control, without human intervention every aspect of operations.

1.2 Background of Research

The aim of the study is to fascinate company other than SUBWAY, like (pizza hut, McDonald, AMW, Kentucky Fried System etc.) to investing this application on their working system. The core reason is making this idea came true is to bring convenient and easement to companies and the customers.
1.3 Problem Statement

Nowadays, people live in a hectic lifestyle. Humans try to save their time every day. This project aim is to bring convenient to people by saving queuing and waiting time for their food ordered. Traditional ordering system and manual hand-working is low efficient. Fast food like Subways have many varieties. This makes a customer takes time to choose their desired dishes and make their order. The customers only able to order after the person in front of them finish taking order. Situation like this causes the queue become long and slow.

1.4 Objectives

There are several objectives that will be achieved in this study:

- To design a prototype of a microcontroller based robot arm with MIT communication.
- To develop a control and monitoring system for the prototype using Arduino.
- To develop the prototype as a prototype of concept for fast food company.

1.5 Research Methodology

In the research methodology, it consist the steps to carry out the study in this semester PSM 1 and next semester PSM 2. The steps are the reference and guidance to finish the study.
1.6 Outlines of the Project

This research consists of 5 chapters. In the first chapter, the study begins with introduction of the study accompanied with the problem statement, objective, working scope and also research methodology for this study.

The literature review in chapter 2 discusses about motion of robot arm such as rotation of joint, picking up demonstration of gripper, and coding language used to programme the movement of robot arm. Finally the chapter shows the summary and reviews from the table comparison based on the previous journals.

The research methodology in chapter 3 explains the method that will be used to collect the data and shows how the analysis of the data will be made.

The result, analysis and discussion in chapter 4 present the findings, results of the study which will be presented in tables and figures. Several observations are projected from the findings.

The conclusion and recommendation in chapter 5 summarizes the outcomes of the study. The objective of this project will be achieved. This chapter outlines several recommendations for the further development and improvement on the method use for the analysis. Suggestions for future researchers will be also provided within this chapter.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

This chapter provides the literature review based on the previous researches as well as theoretical readings based on manual lifting and also electromyography analysis.

2.2 Robot Arm System

A robotic arm is a type of mechanical arm, usually programmable, with similar functions to a human arm. (Robotics, E C E Embedded Blackmore, 2009) Industrial robotic automation has offered higher levels of productivity, efficiency, and quality as well as reduction to cost on the industry. Robot arm system operates quickly and effectively. Everything is done automatically. With automated system, people can sign into the testing system and see the results.
2.3 Robotic Pick and Place system

The Robotic Pick and Place system exploits an intelligent feed system to provide the robot clear targets to pick from. Product is fed to the robot in a dispersed fashion so that the vision system may distinguish individual pieces. The system can then follow the order, pick it up, and then place it into a container with a preferred orientation. Thus, the robot is improved by being integrated into the Food Systems Pick and Place machine. The Robotic Pick and Place with Product Feed system can integrate into an existing line or serve as the integral control component to a new production line. By extending mechanical power and sharing line with other machinery, Pick and Place food systems can effectively integrate line management to make production runs a smooth and efficient process.

2.4 Pros and Cons

2.4.1 Pros and cons of robot arm system

Figure 2.1 below shows the comparison between robot arm and manual workers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROS</th>
<th>CONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Runs quickly and effectively</strong></td>
<td><strong>1. Tools can be expensive</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everything is done automatically.</td>
<td>The automation tools can be an expensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>purchase.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Can be cost effective</strong></td>
<td><strong>2. Tools still take time</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>While automation tools can be</td>
<td>A considerable amount of time goes into</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expensive in the short-term, they</td>
<td>developing the automated tests and letting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>save you money in the long-term.</td>
<td>them run.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. Everyone can see results</strong></td>
<td><strong>3. Tools have limitations</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With automated system, people can</td>
<td>While automated tests will detect most</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sign into the testing system and see</td>
<td>bugs in your system, there are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the results.</td>
<td>limitations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.1: The comparison between Robot Arm and Manual Workers
2.4.2 Pros and cons of manual workers

Figure 2.2 shows the pros and cons between robot arm and manual workers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROS</th>
<th>CONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. **Short-term cost is lower**  
Buying software automation tools is expensive. | 1. **Certain tasks are difficult to do manually**  
There are certain actions that are difficult to do manually |
| 2. **More likely to find real user issues**  
Automated tests are just that – automatic. | 2. **Not stimulating**  
Manual testing can be repetitive and boring |
| 3. **Manual testing is flexible**  
allow you to test ideas quickly and easily. | 3. **Can't reuse manual tests**  
If there is any change to the software, you have to run the tests again by hand. |

Figure 2.2: The comparison between Robot Arm and Manual Workers
2.5 Comparison of Manual workers and Robot arm system

Figure 2.3 shows the comparison of the working effect in industry between manual workers and robot arm system based on previous researches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Robot Arm</th>
<th>Manual workers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Productivity</strong></td>
<td>High. Material handling robots in high-temperature or freezer areas do not require frequent breaks. ( (Ju, Wendy Takayama, Leila, 2011) )</td>
<td>Low. Human may sick, take leave and having emotional effects on work. ( (United Nations, 1982) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flexible</strong></td>
<td>Low. Robot only do consistent work. ( (Häggle, Martin Schoof, Walter Helms, Evert, 2002) )</td>
<td>High. An operator may do a specific task (e.g., loading/unloading/stacking) which robot can't. ( (Häggle, Martin Schoof, Walter Helms, Evert, 2002) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Precision</strong></td>
<td>High. Robots are dependable and precise. ( (Kevin Kelly, 2012) )</td>
<td>Low. Manual workers will not be perfect. ( (Rausman, I Lana K., 1997) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cost</strong></td>
<td>Low. Company may consider either buying a used one or leasing. ( (Bjorn Matthias ABB Corporate Research, 2014) )</td>
<td>High. Calculation should include workers’ compensation insurance, costs of vacations and other benefit packages, turnover, and the associated costs of recruiting and training replacement workers. ( (MH&amp;L Staff, 2002) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.3: The comparison between Robot Arm and Manual Workers
2.6 Conclusion

Based on the comparison between manual workers and robotic automation system, the robotic automation system is the most proven and suitable method to be used in industry.
CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

This chapter provides the overall plan for obtaining an answer to the research question or for testing the research hypothesis. The first stage shows the flow chat for the project which describes the procedures of the project. The second stage shows the block diagram for the project which explains about the procedure of the project.

3.2 Flowchart of the Robot Arm System

The flowchart below (Figure 3.1) shows the overall flow of the project flow and analysis. First, a lot of article and journal related to the project title Robot arm handling system analysis that written by the previous researches are needed to read in order to generate new idea to develop the study. After that, identify which electrical components shall be used in making this project. Once Identification of component is done, Robot design will be started. Robot design will be improved from using draft sketch, until using SolidWork, for the parts of the robot to be printed out using 3D printer. On the other hand, circuit design will be done structure of coding should be identified. Integrate the whole system when robot design and coding construction is produced. Then, several experiment and testing will be conducted with the subject selected. If the experiment failed, data from Robot arm design and development will be collected again. Robot arm motion signal will be analysed from MIT App Inventor through microcontroller.
3.3 Block Diagram

The figure 3.2 show the block diagram the Robot Arm System analysis. DC supply will act as power source to the microcontroller and also the robot arm system. The input component, which is the MIT app, will be connected with Arduino as microcontroller using Bluetooth system. From the MIT system, signal will be sent to the microcontroller, and microcontroller will interpret the signal into an output, that is, the motion of the robot arm.